A. Refereed papers


Mouton de Gruyter.

B. Conference/Workshop papers

Chang, Henry Y. 2017. Formosan force mood in comparative syntax. Invited talk to be delivered at AFLA-24, April 7-9, University of Washington, Seattle.
Chang, Henry Y. 2013b. Mandarin GEI as phase head, Paper presented at the FOSS-9,
National Chung Cheng University, Chiayi, April 27-28.


Chang, Henry Y. 2012e. A phase-based account of extraction asymmetries in Tsou and Chinese. Paper to be presented at the 20th Annual Conference of the International Association on Chinese Linguistics (IACL-20), The Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Hong Kong, August 29-31.

Chang, Henry Y. 2012d. vP-internal Phase and the Leapfrogging of Theme/Causand. Paper to be presented at AFLA-19, Academia Sinica.


Chang, Henry Yungli. 2003d. AF verbs: Transitive, Intransitive, or Both? Paper presented at the Second Workshop on Formosan Languages, Academia Sinica,

Chang, Henry Yungli. 2003b. Meaning and grammar: Perspectives from Formosan languages, Paper presented at the Workshop on Syntax, Semantics and Pragmatics organized by Linguistic Society of Taiwan, National Taiwan Normal University, Taipei, April 12.


C. Monograph and books


D. Book editing and special issue guest editing

Chang, Henry Y., Dah-an Ho, and Lillian Huang (eds.) 2006. Streams converging into an ocean: Festschrift in honor of Professor Paul J.K. Li on his seventieth birthday. Taipei: Academia Sinica.

E. 其他

張永利。2014。<名詞性動貌：以鄒語為例 > 。[中研院週報]，第 1470 期.
張永利。2010。<台灣南島語言語法：語言類型與理論的啟示> 。[國科會人文與社會科學簡訊]，12.1: 112-128.
張永利。2007。<噶瑪蘭語>，《台灣原住民族歷史語言文化大辭典》，孫大川編輯。台北：教育部。